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The (isotone) mapf : X--f Xis an increasing (decreasing) operator on the poset 
X if f(x) <f”(x) (f”(x) Q f(x), resp.) holds for each x E X. Properties of in- 
creasing (decreasing) operators on complete lattices are studied and shown to 
extend and clarify those of closure (resp. anticlosure) operators. The notion 
of the decreasing closure, f,  (the increasing anticlosure,f,) of the map f  : X + X 
is introduced extending that of the transitive closure, j’, of 5 f,  j, andf are all 
shown to have the same set of fixed points. Our results enable us to solve some 
problems raised by H. Crapo. In particular, the order structure of S(X), the 
set of retraction operators on X is analyzed. For X a complete lattice p(X) is 
shown to be a complete lattice in the pointwise partial order. We conclude by 
claiming that it is the increasing-decreasing character of the identity maps 
which yields the peculiar properties of Galois connections. This is done by 
defining a u-v connection between the pose& X and Y, where u : X-X (v : 
Y -* Y) is an increasing (resp. decreasing) operator to be a pair J; g of maps f  ; 
X + Y, g : Y -+- X such that gf > u, ,fg < v. It is shown that the whole theory 
of Galois connections can be carried over to U--U connections. 
Let X, Y denote ~aKt~~~y ordered sets (posets). F is the set of all isotone 
(order preserving) maps f: X a Y partially ordered by the poi~tw~se 
partial order, i.e., fI < J2 E Yx when fi(x) G&(x) holds for each x E X. 
All maps ~~~s~~e~~~ in this paper are isotone and unless otherwise 
they belong to Xx. The mapj? X --+ X is an ~~c~~~s~~g (~~c~e~~~~~zg~ 
rator on X when it satiis es f  < f yf” < ,fresp.). #~(~)(~(~)) dg~~ot~s 
set of ail i~~rgasi~~ .) operators OIi X6 The map 
hn x * x is a re~~~?ct~~fl operator 0-n x [6j if h f  S(X) r! Y(X) --^  &yX). 
viously, h is a retraction iff h = P, i.e., iff h is an idempotent in the 
po~s~~~~rou~ (with respect to co~l~ositio~~ of maps on X. A retraction 
operator h satisfying h > i (?z < i), where i is the identity operator is 
a closzrre (~~t~cZ~$l~~~ resp.) operator. The sets 42(X), “T(X) and S’(X) 
arc al1 ~d~~~a~ly ordered, as subsets of Xx, by the pointwise partial order. 
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For each map f: X -+ X, let Xf C X denote the set of fixed points ofL 
X, = (X 1 I = f(Z)}. Tar-ski [ll] has shown that when X is a complete 
lattice X, _C X is not empty and is a complete lattice in the partial order 
induced by X. In particular, when h is a retraction on the complete lattice 
X then X, = h(X), the image set of h, is a complete lattice (see also [I]). 
As shown in [6] the converse holds as well and thus X’ C X is a retract 
of X, i.e., X’ = h(X) for some retraction h, iff X’ is a complete lattice in 
the partial order induced by X. As remarked in [6], the retraction on X 
whose image is X’ is by no means unique. 
The pair (J; g} of (isotone) maps ,f: X + Y, g: Y+ X is a (dual) 
Galois connection between Xand Y [8], when gf > ix , fg < iy are satisfied, 
where i x, iy are the identity maps on X, Y, resp. The properties of Galois 
connections are well known [4, 5, 91. In particular one has f = fgf, 
g = gf g, where gf is a closure operator on X and fg an anticlosure 
operator on Y. The maps5 g in a Galois connection determine each other 
uniquely. When X, Y are complete lattices then f(X) and g(Y) are iso- 
morphic complete V-, A-sublattices of Y, X, resp. Galois connections can 
also be composed. When X, Y are complete lattices the set X @ Y _C Yx 
of all residuated maps [5], i.e., all those mapsf: X + Y which are part of 
a Galois connection (f, g) between X and Y, is a complete V-sublattice 
of Yx (see [IO], where X @ YD stands for X @ Y). 
A generalization of the notion of a Galois connection is suggested in 
[6], replacing the closure and anticlosure operators in the original definition 
by retraction operators. Thus the pair (f, g) of maps f: X - Y, g: Y -+ X 
is a connection when f = f g f and g = g f g. It follows that gf: X -+ X 
fg: Y -+ Y are both retractions. Also when X, Y are complete lattices 
f(X) C Y and g(Y) C X are isomorphic complete lattices in the induced 
order. However, in such a connection the maps f, g do not uniquely 
determine each other. Also, the composite of two connections is not in 
general a connection. Another approach is suggested in [2]. Both 
approaches take one of the outcomes of the original definition of a Galois 
connection as their starting point. 
2 
In this paper we study the notions of increasing and decreasing operators 
and show that their properties closely resemble those of closure and 
anticlosure operators, resp. The notion of the decreasing closure f 
(increasing anticlosuref ) of the map,f: X --t X is introduced and shown to 
extend that of the transitive closure J” [3] (transitive anticlosure J, resp.) 
of J A close relationship is found between increasing (and analogously 
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decreasing) operators and retractions associated with them. Among 
other things, this sheds light on the order structure of Z(X), enabling 
us to solve some problems raised in [6]. Following the above mentioned 
ideas, we call a pair (j; g) of mapsfi X + Y, g: Y + X a u--o connection 
between X and Y, where 21: X + X is an increasing operator and u: Y --> Y 
is a decreasing operator, when gj’ 3 u and,fg < v. We then show that the 
whole theory of (dual) Galois (ix - ir,) connections can be carried over 
to u-v connections. Thus it is the increasing-decreasing character of 
the identity maps ix F i, rather than their idempotency which is crucial 
in the definition of a Calois connection. 
From now on X will denote a complete lattice when not otherwise 
specified. With each map fi X + X we associate its decreasing closure 
V(f) = f~ V(X) and its increasing anticlosure U(f) = f E %(X), where 
- -. 
f < f < f. f 1s the least decreasing map greater than,f, andf is the greatest 
kcreasing map smaller than f. Of utmost importance is the fact that 
X, = XT = Xl. When g is an increasing operator then g is a retraction, 
also denoted by fi, , with X, as its image set. Similarly, when f is a 
decreasing operator then f is a retraction, also denoted by &, with X. 
as its image set. The maps fig , & are called the retractions associated with the 
(increasing, decreasing, resp.) operators g, J: The maps VU, UV: Xx -+ Xx 
defined by VU(f) = V(f) = hr., UP’(f) =I U(f) = bf for each f E Xx, 
are retraction operators on the complete lattice Xx both having Z(X) 
as their image set. This proves that when X is a complete lattice, Z’(X) 
is a complete lattice. For X a finite lattice this result was proved in [6]. 
We bring an example to show that when X is a (noncomplete) lattice 
P(X) is not in general a lattice, thus answering [6, Problem 51. When 
(hi} C Z(X) is a given set of retractions on X then Vxflcx) h, is the retraction 
associated with the increasing map \/ hi and has XVhi as its image set. 
Similarly, since /\ hi is decreasing, l\.e(x) hi is the retraction associated 
with A hi and its image set is XQ . 
The analogy between closure (anticlosure) operators on the one hand 
and increasing (decreasing, resp.) operators on the other hand is studied. 
In particulars some w~l~-~now~ properties of closure operators and their 
composites [7, 123, are shown to be possessed by increasing operators 
and their composites” For example, it is shown that if the maps 
p1 , .A2 : X ---+ X satisfy & v  fz G: flJA and ,fi v jk f ,j& , then both j& , 
,f2fl and $a v-f;, are jn~r~si~g operators an the retractions asso~~a~,~d --_-.~ 
with them satisfy yx = jrji 7 ,fi v fi and Xf,vi2-y-.;krfIfz =: X>2fl,f, := 
Xi, n Xf, D Thus$& is a retraction operator iff,f& = h v b ; if,fI v .f2 is a 
retraction operator then .fifi = j& = 4; v j2 . ff kI , h, are retractions 
satisfying h, v h, < h,h, , h, v h, < h&, then both h,h, and h2hl are 
~e~~a~tio~s it? K,h, = h,h, , This gives a partial answer to [6, Problem 61. 
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The notion of a u-v connection defined above is found to be a natural 
extension of the notion of a Galois (ix - iu) connection. Thus it follows that 
if (f, g> is a u-v connection between the posets X, Y, thenfl= vfi = vfgfu, 
g” = ugv = ugfgv; the maps Sf” = ugvfu > u, & = vfugv < v are retrac- 
tions on X, Y, resp., with f” = jzJ’, and 2 = gfgX. Thus {J’, 2) is a u-v 
connection, which is also a connection in Crapo’s sense. Relative to the 
given maps u, v, the maps f, j, “generated” by f, g, determine each other 
uniquely. w-v connections can be composed provided some natural 
restrictions are imposed on the maps involved. Also, when X, Y are 
complete lattices, the poset X @(,,s) Y _C Yx of all maps f: X -+ Y which 
participate in a u-v connection between Xand Y is a complete V-sublattice 
of YX. 
3 
In this section we introduce the notions of the decreasing closure and 
the increasing anticlosure. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let X be a complete lattice. Then S(X), (Y”(X)), the set 
of all increasing (decreasing, resp.) operators on X is a complete V- (A-resp.) 
sublattice of Xx in the pointwise partial order. 
Proof The map I: X--f X satisfying I(x) = 1 for each x E X is the 
greatest element of 9’(X). Also, for {h} _C F(X) we have (AjJ2(x) = 
AfXAfiW> < Afi"C-4 < A.fX4 = (AMx>, proving that Afi~vW). 
Thus [4, p. 1121 V(X) is a complete /\-sublattice of Xx. The proof that 
B(X) is a complete V-sublattice of Xx is analogous. 
With each map f: X +- X, where Xis a complete lattice we now associate 
two maps denoted by V(f) = J7 U(f) = f as follows. 
COROLLARY I .3. For each map f: X -+ X where X is a complete lattice 
the map f = V(f) is a decreasing operator, the map f = U(f) is an 
increasing operator andf < f <f holds. f is the least decreasing operator 
greater than f, whilef is the greatest increasing operator smaller than f. 
We call f = V(f) the decreasing closure off andf = U(f) the increasing 
anticlosure of J Since (1) implies that if fi < f2 E Xx then f, <f, and 
_fi <:fi , and also that for f E Y/(X), f = f while for f E S(X) f = f we 
have: 
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T~HEOREM 2.3. For a complete lattice X the maps V: Xx + Xx, 
U: Xx --z Xx de$ned by V(f) = f, U(f) = f when f E Xx, are closure, 
anticlosure operators, resp., on 22” with Y(X), 021(X), resp., as their image 
sets. 
The following theorem plays a central role in what follows. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a complete Mice. Iffy X + X is a decreasing 
operator then f = U(f ), its increasing anticlosure, is a retraction operator 
denoted also by & . Similarly, when g: X -+ X is an increasing operator 
then g = V(g), its decreasing closure, is u retraction operator denoted 
also by h, . 
Proof. Since ,f is decreasing and f is increasing with f < f we get 
f G<f” <f2 <:f. Sincef2 d (fY,f ;s itself increasing and smaller than 
$ Ey (I), _f” <f follows, yieldingf = f2 = & <J: The proof that when 
g is increasing then S = g” = h, 3 g is analogous. 
COROLLARY 2.3. For each decreasing operator j’on the complete lattice 
X there exists a retraction, namely -hr , such that bf S. f and h, is the greatest 
among all retractions smaller than f. Similarly, for each increasing operator 
g OR X there exists a retraction, namely h, , such that g < h, and LB is the 
smalIest among all retractions greater than g. _h,(K,) is the retraction 
associated with the decreasing (increasing, resp.) map f (g, resp.). 
We now have the following result, proved in 163 for the finite case 
THSOREM 4.3. Let X be a complete lattice. Then 3?(X), the set of 
retractions on X9 is a complete lattice in the pozktwise partial order. 
ProoJ orems 2.3, 3.3 it follows that the map UY: Xx --+ A?’ 
defined by = U(f) = _h,-for f E Xx is isotone with UV(f) E &?(X). 
Since forf~ S?(X) ,f = UV(f )-, it follows that UVis a retraction operator 
On the co~~~~ete lattice Xx. ,%?(X) is thus a retract of Xx and therefore a 
compiete lattice i.11 the ~o~~twis~ Order. Notice that the retractions 
VU: XX ---+ XT defined by vcqfj = V(f) = fir for f E XK could be used 
to the same eEect. 
Pa answer to a ~rQb~e~1 posed y Crap0 we now show that when X 
is a ~~oncom~~~te) lattice, A?(X) need not in general be a lattice. We need 
the fo~~ow~~~. 
LEMMA L .3. Let fi X -+ X be a decreasing operator on the poset X. If 
there exists a ~etr~ctio~~ h: X -+ X such that h < f then f has a jixed pain t. 
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Proof. By h = h2 < f we get f%(x) < fh(x) = fh2(x) < f2h(x) for 
each x E X. Thus letting ji: = f/z(x), f(Z) = Z follows proving the lemma. 
. EXAMPLE 1.3. Let X be the noncomplete chain of integers {..., -2, 
- 1, 0, 1, 2 ,... 1. The maps h, : X + X, h, : X -+ X given by 
h,(x) = 2n - 1, x = 272, h,(x) = 2n, x = 2Fl, 
= 2n- 1, x = 2n - 1, = 2n - 2, x = 2n- 1, 
are both retractions on X. We show that there does not exist a retraction 
h such that h < hl , h < h, , Actually, if such a retraction exists then 
h < hl A h, must hold. Since (h, A h,)(n) = 72 - 1, h, A h, is a decreasing 
map and has no fixed points. By Lemma 1.3 we have arrived at a contra- 
diction and thus x(X) is not a lattice. 
4 
In order to get a better understanding of the order structure of Z(X) 
and also of its relations with O(X) and T(X) (Theorem 3.3) we are now 
going to study the complete lattice X, of fixed points of the map f: X -+ X. 
First we show thatf, its decreasing closuref, and its increasing anticlosure 
f all possess the same set of fixed points. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let X be a complete lattice and let f: X -+ X be a given 
map. Then X, = XT = Xr . 
Proof. If f(x,) = x0 then for x < x,, , f(x) < f(x@) = x0 holds. The 
map h, : X -+ X satisfying h,(x) = x,, for x < x,, and h,,(x) = 1 otherwise 
is therefore a retraction on X andf < h, . By (1) it follows that f < f < ho , 
hence x0 = f(x,) < 7(x0) < h,(x,) = x0 , implying that f(xo) = x0 . 
Consequently X, Z X,. Conversely, iff(x,) = xl theni <f(xI) = xl 
and so when x < x1 then f(x) < x, . The map h, : X - X which satisfies 
h,(x) = f(x,) for x < x1 and h,(x) = 1 otherwise is a retraction operator 
andf<h. By U),f<f;<h,, and f(xl> d 7(x1> = xl < h(x,) = 
f(xI), implying that x1 = f(xI). Hence XfC X, and equality follows. 
X, = Xr is proved analogously. 
By Theorems 3.3, 1.4 we now have: 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let f: X -+ X be a map on the complete lattice X. 
Then both retraction operators W(f) =&, VU(f) =fif:x4 
associated with f have X, , the compIete lattice offixed points off, as their 
image set. 
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In particular, when f is a decreasing (increasing) operator then & 
4b 3 resp.), the retraction associated with f, satisfies 121 < ‘~1 < f s < ‘.* < 
f” <f(f <f2 < .*. <,f” < ..’ < hf -- resp.) and &f(X) (&(X), resp.) - X,. 
The relationship between decreasing (increasing) operators and the 
retraction operators associated with them is clarified by Theorem 2.4, 
and is based on the following result due to Tan-ski [l 11. 
LEMMA 1.4 [ii]. ketf(x,) < x < (x, < f(x,)),fc~ son7e x0 E X wheref 
is a map on the complete lattice X. Then there exists a fixed point X = f (X) 
such that X < x0 (x, < X, resp.) and i is the greatest (least, resp.) fixed 
point off which is smaller (greater, resp.) than x0 . 
proof. Since 0 < f(0) < f(xO) < x0 it follows that the set 
Sao = {xi / xi < f(xi), xi < x,J is not empty. Now let X = v {xi / xi E SzO). 
Then x = V xi ,( Vf(xi) < J(V xi) = f(2), and X < x0 . Thus X E SGO .
Since f(z) 4 f(f(Z)) and also X <f(x) < f(x,,) < x0 it follows that 
f(Z) E ,SzO and thusj(Z) < 2, implying that X = f(Z). The fact that X is the 
greatest among all fixed points less than x0 is obvious. The other part of 
the lemma is proved analogously. 
We can now prove: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let X be a complete lattice and letfi X ---f X(g: X ---f X) 
be a decreasing (increasing, resp.) operator. Then for each x E X: 
(2) 
Proof. Since ,f’is a decreasing operator f(‘(x) < j(x)) holds for each 
x E X. By Lemma I.4 there exists X E X such that 5 = f(5) <f(x) and 2 
is the greatest fixed point off smaller than J’(x). Let I?“: X - X be d&fined 
by h*(x) := 1. It follows easily that k” is isotone and th 
h”(x) 1= x. Thus k” is a retraction satisfying h” <jI 
Corollary 2.3, k* < IE, follows, To prove the converse in 
alat IIf r f f j’ (Theorem 3.3) and It,(X) y Xf (T eorem 1.4), Hence 
b;(x) is a fixed Point ofJwhich is less t~a~~~x), and thus &(rfx) 5: 5~ = A*(.Y) 
foliow ~rnpl~~~~~ _h, < A*. ~~onse~~e~tl~ &If(x) T-= h*(x) := vx,(.xi / xi = 
SW G f(x>L P roving the first part of the theorem. The proof of’ the second 
part is analogous S 
By Theorems 1.3, 1.4 and Corollary 2.3 a better understanding of te 
order structure of the complete lattice (Theorem 4.3) SF’(X) = 
e(x) f-3 “‘(X) can be gained: 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let {hJ be a given set of retraction operators on the 
complete lattice X. Then l\ffcx) hi is the retraction A ha associated with 
the decreasing operator /\ hi , and has the set of$xedsnts of A hi as its 
image set. Similarly, V#Q) hi is the retraction V hi associated with the 
increasing map V hi and has the set ofjixedpoints of V hi as its image set. 
Another corollary of Theorem 1.4 is: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let f, f * E Xx be given maps on the complete lattice X 
such thatf <f* <f(f<f* <f). Thenf=f* (f=f*, resp.) and - 
x, = x,* . 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 we get that f < fl* < 7 = f and f = fy: 
follows. By Theorem 1.4 X, = X, = X3 = X,, . The other part of the 
theorem is similarly proved. 
Noting that if f: X 3 X is an increasing (decreasing) operator then 
f <fz < se- <f” < .-- <ci, =f(& =f< .*a <cf” < -.* \<f” Gfresp.), 
Theorem 3.4 yields: 
COROLLARY 3.4. If f: X -+ X is an increasing (decreasing) operator 
on the complete lattice X then hf = h& (& = &, resp.) and & = X, 
for each number n. 
Thus decreasing operators and increasing operators f: X -+ X share the 
property (self-evident for retractions) that f and all its powers have the 
same set of fixed points. 
5 
When the inclusion g < f holds where g: X -+ X is increasing and 
f: X--j X is decreasing, then g < g2 < **. < gn < *a* *.. < f* < **a < 
f2 <J As follows from the next theorem, such a pair of maps is always 
separated by its associated retractions, namely, g < ji, ,( & < f 
holds, Also the subsemigroup (with respect to composition) S 
generated by {f, g} in that case consists of {f “> U {g”} U {fg, gJ; fgf, gfg}, 
the last four maps being the only idempotents of S. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let X be a complete lattice and let J; g be decreasing, 
increasing operators, resp., on X such that g < jI Then (i) g < &, < by < f; 
(ii) the maps fg, gf, fgf, gfg are all retraction operators with &, < gfg = 
gf Amx)fg, gf Vti'tx) fg = fgf < bt ; (iii> f “g” = fg, g”f m = gf for 
n,m > 1. 
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Proof Using the istonicity of fi g together with g < f we get 
fg <j-gn-+1 <f”g” <f ni ‘+lg < fg proving that f ngr” = fg. gnfm = gf 
follows similarly and (iii) is proved. Since gf = g3f < gfgf < gf3 = gf 
and since g < g2 < gf -< f 2 <.f it follows that gf is a retraction and 
g < gf < J By Corollary 2.3, K, < gf < & follows, proving (i). The 
idem~oten~y of.fg is shown similarly. Using (iii) we get (fgf)” = ,fgf2gJ = 
fgfgf := fgJ: (gfg)2 = gfg is similarly proved. Now gfg is a retraction 
satisfying gfg < gS, gfg < fg. If some retraction h: X 3 X satisfies 
h < gf i? < fg then h = h2 < gffs = gfg (by (iii>); hence gfg = gf Apcx)fg. 
Since fi, < gx I;, & fg it follows that &, < gfg, proving the first statement 
of (ii). The other statement of (ii) is proved similarly. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let fi X -+ X be given where X is a complete lattice 
then VU(f) = $ < -hf = UV(f). 
Since U(f) -j <f<f= V’(f)andf,f are increasing, resp. decreasing 
operators, the corollary follows by Theorem 1.5(i). Recall (Corollary 1.4) 
that both retractions &? and b,- have Xf as their image set. In case X is a 
finite lattice each map f (being a member of the finite set Xx) has an 
idempotent power f nf. Crapo uses the retraction I”: Xx -Y Xx defined by 
r(f) = f nf to prove that X(X> is a lattice when X is a finite lattice. Now, 
since f is increasing and fl is decreasing f < fn < f n < f” < f is satisfied 
for e&h 12 and so, when f IEo is idempoient (i.e., a retraction) for some n, 
it follows by Corollaries 2.3, 3.4 and Theorem 1.5 that kf < j’“o -< -h, ~ 
Thus the retraction r(f) used by Crapo satisfies fi, < r(f) < lzf ~ In 
general, k;; * the image set of i$ ) /J.fis properly contained-in r(/)(X) :1 X&. 
In this section we study closure operators and increasing operators. 
All results have their dualized artalogs for anticlosm-e and decreasing 
operators resp. 
Each map ,j? X + X which satisfies f > i is increasing and so J the 
retraction asso~iat$d with.f; is a closure operator. The “closed” elements 
Y’ of f (i.e., those s~ti~fyirlg x’ = f(x’)> are the fixed joints of 4” 
~~~leorel~l -4) and hence ~~e~i~~i~ those x’ 3 f(d). 
Given a family (fii) of closnre operators we get by ‘Theorem I .3 and the 
discussicin above that I$ f> i) is both creasing and ~~c~~a~i~~ and 
hence (being a retracti a closure operat Thus 
~~~~LL~Y 1.6. Let X be a campkte lattice. Then %‘(X>, the set of 
on X9 is a complete ~-s~b~attice of Xx i@ the pointwise 
reover, U(X) is a complete s~b~att~ee of Z(X). 
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Our results can now be used to characterize the transitive closure f, 
13, p. 231 of the map f: X---f X, i.e., the least closure operator (see 
Corollary 1.6) greater than jI Since J! > f v i 2 i must be satisfied and 
since f v i is increasing it follows that p = f7 = i& , that is to say, 
f” is the retraction associated with S v i (Corollary 2.3). The elements x’ 
closed under j are the fixed points off v i and thus are precisely those 
x’ >f(x’). 
When h, , h, , are retractions on X then neither their composites h,h, , 
hzh, , nor their join h, v h, need be retractions. Note however that when 
h, < h, it follows by Theorem 1.5(ii) that h,h, , hzh, are retractions 
(compare with [7, Theorem 201). It is observed in [12] that when h, , h, 
are closure operators then hl v h, is a closure operator iff h,h, = h,hl . 
Theorem 23 [7] states that a necessary and sufficient condition for h,h, 
to be a closure operator is that h,h, = hs, . Both hlh, and hzh, are 
closure operators iff hl and h, commute. Also h,h, is a closure operator 
iff the h,-closure of each h,-closed element is h,-closed, i.e., h,h,h, = 
h,hz [7]. These and related results (see e.g., [3, Theorem 4, p. 131) can now 
be extended and clarified using the notion of the decreasing closure and 
Theorem 1.4. Most of the results actually hold for arbitrary maps fi , f, 
provided that they satisfy h vfi <<fif, , fi vfi <:fifi , with retraction 
operators and decreasing closures replacing closure operators and 
transitive closures. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let fi , f2 be maps on the complete lattice X satisfying 
fi v fi < fi f2 . Then (i) fi v fi and fifi are increasing operators; (ii) -- - 
fi v fi = fif2 ; (iii> xf vf = 1 2 xf f la' 
Proof. (i) fdows by .fi v f2 < fif2 G (fi v fJz G UdJ2. Hence -- -- 
.Lvf,~.Lfi~(fivh~ wherehvh is the retraction associated with - -- 
fi v h . By Theorems 1.4, 3.4, Fiji = fi v fi and XYIVfz = XfIfz , proving 
(ii), (iii). 
CQROLLARY 2.6. rf in Theorem 2.5 fi v fi < f2fi is also sati@ied then -- - __ 
A v h = fifi = f2.L and Xfivf2 = Xf,f, = JG,f, = XII n x., . 
ProoJ: We have only to prove that Xfivfl = XfI n Xf, . Xf, n Xf, C XfIvfz 
is obvious. Now if (fi v fJ(x,) = x,, then fi(xO) < x0, fi(xo) < x0 . 
Hence x0 = (fi v &)(x0) < f&(x0) <.&(x0) G x0 andfi(xo) = x0 follows. 
Similarly, fl(xo) = x0 is proved and so XfIvf, C XfI n XT, , completing the 
proof. 
Theorems 1.6, 2.6 and Corollary 2.6 obviously hold for retraction 
operators h, , h, which satisfy h, v h2 < h,hz , h, v h, < h,h, . In parti- 
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cular when kz, , h, are any given closure operators then by i < h, , i -< h, ) 
h, v h, < h,h, , h, v h, < h,hl is always satisfied. Noting that when 
f 2 i then ,f = fY the transitive closure off, we get 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let h, , h, be closure operators on the complete 
lattice X. Then gz2.- hyh;- /s md Xfi = X,LlVh2 = X,Llnz = 
x hzhl ---  Xhl t-7 Xh, * 
The proof of the following theorem is based on Theorems 3.4, 1.6 and 
Corollary 2.6 and is omitted. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let f, , J; be given maps on the complete lattice X which 
sat&f.Yfi vf2 Sf,h ,fi v.h <f,fi . 
(i) f& is a retraction operator zj”flfi = fi v f2 ; 
(ii) if f, v fi is a retraction operator then fif2 = fifi = fi v fi ; 
(iii) if both fifi and fifi are retraction operators then fifi = fifi ; 
-- 
(iv) if fi.fi is a retraction then fifi < fifi = fi v fi = (fi v fJ2 = 
u&Y = .&J%f2 = hfiji * 
Notice that when h, , h, are retraction operators satisfying h, v h, < 
h,h, , hl v h, < hzh, , then h,h, and h,h, are retractions iff hlh, = h,h, ~ 
This gives a partial answer to [6, Problem 61. 
In this section we study the notion of a u-v connection between the 
posets x, Y. 
~~~~~~~~0~ 1.7. Let a: X-+X be an increasing operator, u: Y-F Y 
be a decreasing operator, where X3 Y are posets. The pair (S, g> of maps 
fi X -j. Y g: Y --b X is called a u-0 connection between X and Y when 
gf 3 Zl and jg :< v. 
~bvio~s~y~ ix - i, ~o~~~ect~ons are the or~~~~ary (deans 
titm. From now on k-l. u, L; denote fixed maps u: X ---* Xl v: Iv + Yt 
such that 21 is an increasing operator and u is a ~~~re~si~~ ~~~rat~~. 
The map f: X ---f Y is admissible ~~oad~n~s,~ib~e) with respect to the pair 
(u, u) when fa < uf (vf < 4;r, req.). The map g: Y + X is udmissib~e 
~coad~~s~~jb~e) with respect to (u, u) when gv < ug (resp., ug < gu). 
Notice that each map .f: X -+ I’, g: Y -+ X is both ad~l~ssible and 
~oadmissible with respect to (ix, iy). 
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LEMMA 1.7. Let (f, g) be a u-v connection between X and Y. Then f 
is admissible and g is coadmissible with respect to (u, v). 
Proof Since gf > u, fg < v andf, g are isotone maps it follows that 
fu G.&f< uf, and w < gfg < gv. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let f: X-t Y (g: Y + X) be admissible (coadmissible, 
resp.) with respect to (u, v). Then the mapf” = vfu: X---f Y ( j = ugv: Y -+ X, 
resp.) is both admissible and coadmissible with respect to (u, v) and! = f 
(g = 2, resp.). 
Proof Since fu < vf, u < 9, 19 < v it follows that 
j% = vfi - 21 < v * vfu = vj < vfu = f” < vfu” = ju. 
Thus f” is both admissible and coadmissible with respect to (u, V) and 
j = ju = vf = I& = f” holds. The other part of the theorem is proved 
analogously. 
As we now show, when (f, g) is a u-v connection, then although the 
maps gf; fg themselves need not in general be retraction operators, there 
are retraction operators “naturally” associated with them, namely,j” 
andfi (obviously identical with gf, fg when (u, v) = (ix , iy)). 
THEOREM 1.7. Let <A g) be a u-v connection between X and Y. Then 
(i) f” = vfu = vfgfu = vfugfu = vfgvfu = vfugvfu, i = ugv = 
ugfgv = ugfugv = ugvfgv = ugvfugv; 
(ii) f-g” f” = j; g” f-g” = g”; 
(iii) (f, g) is a u-v connection between X and Y such that both 
jj = ugvfu andf”z = vfugv are retraction operators; 
(iv) ugfu is an increasing operator and u < ugjii < gj”, vfgo is a 
decreasing operator and v >, vfgv > f”z. 
Proof (i) and (ii) are proved by using Lemma 1.4 together with the 
fact that u is increasing and v is decreasing. For example f = z?fu < 
vfu” < vfgfu < v2fu < vfu = f, proving that f = vfgfu; also f = vfu < 
vfu”gfu” < vfu~gv”fu = f”jf < v2fgv * v”fu < vfu = f, proving that 
Jjf” = 5 All other equalities follow similarly. Now by (ii) we get 
zjjf = g”f” and jjfj = jj!. Thus both if” and fz are retraction 
operators. To complete the proof of (iii) note that u ,( u2gfi2 < ugv”fu = 
g”J < ugvfu < u2gvfu < ugv2fu = g”$ The proof that v 2 fj = vfugv 
is analogous. To show that ugfu is an increasing operator note that 
ug;fuf * [ugfu > ugfu* [a ugfu. All other statements of (iv) follow 
similarly, completing the proof. 
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Note that in Theorem 1.7 (iv) we are unable to prove that ugfu is a 
retradon operator. By Theorem 1.7 it thus follows that every u--v connec- 
tion generates a connection in the sense of [6], namely, ( f’, 2). Conversely, 
each connection (f, g} in the sense of [6] is an fg-gf connection. Hence, 
using [6, Theorem 21 we get: 
THEOREM 2.7. Let (f, g> be a u-v connection between the posets X 
and Y. Then the sets v@(X) = f(X) and ugv(Y) = g”(Y) are isomorphic 
posets in the partial order induced by Y, X resp. f(X), g”(Y) are retracts 
of Y, X, resp. Consequently~ for X, Y complete lattices9 j(X) and g”(Y) 
are isomorphic complete lattices. 
Concerning the question of uniqueness we have: 
THEOREM 3.7. Let (f, g) and (f *, g) be u-v connections between 
X and Y. Then f = f*. Consequently, both connections generate the same 
retraction operutors (Theorem 1.7 (iii)). 
Proof. By gf>u, fg<v, gf*>,u, f*g<v we getf=vfu< 
vfu” < vfgf *u < v”f *u < vf *u = J *. f” * < f follows similarly, com- 
pleting the proof. 
The set of all maps fi : X --t Y for which (fz , g) is a u-v connection 
for some fixed map g: Y + X is denoted by g&) . By the definition of a 
U-V connection together with Lemma 2.7 and Theorem 3.7 we obtain: 
~~~~~~AR~ 1.7. Ed g: Y -+ % be given such that gcSu, J; a. Then 
6) ish ~5 E J$,~, theft J;lgh E gf& ; 
60 V.h ~5 E g;“,,,, thenf* = fj , and.6 is the only map in gcSW, which 
is both adln~ss~b~e and coadmissible with respect to (u, v). 
When dealing with the composition of u-v connectors some conditions 
~a~tomatical~y f~~~l~~d when deahng with Galois (ix - iy) co~~cctio~s) 
have to be imposed on the maps involved. In the next theorem X, Y, and Z 
denote posets and w: X,--i* X, u1 : Y -+ Y are increasing operators, while 
+ Z are increasing o~~rators~ 
(i) <JPP gg) t a u-v1 ~~~~ec~~o~ between X and Z ~rov~~~d the 
following ~o~d~t~ons are sat~s~e~ fu < u,f, ug < gu, ,pv < vIp, vq < qvI . 
(ii) The retractions gyjpz Fjg> (Theorenz 1.7 (iii)) are given by 
z tiG =-= ugw1qv1 pulfu? ;frq = v~pvfugvqv~ . 
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Proof. Since gq pf > gulf 2 gfu 3 u2 3 u, and pf gq < pvq sG 
vlpq < v12 < vi , (i) follows. (ii) follows by an appropriate use of the 
conditions given above together with Lemma 1.7, and the fact that u, u1 
are increasing while v, v1 are decreasing operators. 
Since each connection [6] is also a connection in the sense of Defi- 
nition 1.7, Theorem 4.7 gives a partial answer to [6, Problem 31. 
Let X @(U,zl) Y C Yx denote the set of all maps f: X+- Y which are 
part of a u-v connection (A g> between the posets X and Y. Clearly, 
X &,,+) Y = X @ Y, the set of residuated maps f: X--f Y. When 
X, Y are bounded posets X @(U,u) Y is not empty. For example, the map 
0: X-t Y satisfying O(x) = 0 for each x E X belongs to X @(U,u) Y 
since (0, I) is a u-v connection where I: Y + X is defined by I(y) = 1 
for each y E Y. In order to characterize the elementsfE X &J Y notice 
that by Lemma 1.7 f must be admissible with respect to (u, v). Also, 
for j = vfu, g” = tlgtl, g”fu > u and f”g”v < v (Theorem 1.7 (iii)) and thus 
the pair (A g”> of (restricted) maps f u(X) -> v(Y), g”: v(Y) + u(X) is a 
Galois connection between the posets u(X) and v(Y). This proves the 
“only if” part of 
THEOREM 5.7. The map f: X - Y belongs to X @(,,,) Y ifl 
(9 fu < uf; 
(ii) the mapfl = vfi: u(X) + v(Y) is residuated, i.e.,JE u(X) @ v(Y). 
To prove the “if” part assume that (i), (ii) are fulfilled. By (ii) a (unique!) 
map g*: v(Y) + u(X) exists such that (f: g*) is a Galois connection 
between u(X) and v(Y), i.e., g*ju > u, fg*v < v. By naturally extending 
g* to a map g = ug*v: Y + X it follows using (i) that gf = ug*vf > 
ug*v3f > ug*vfu2 = ug*fu > u * u 3 u and fg = fug*v < fu2g*v < 
vfug*v = fg*v < v. Thus (JI g) is a u-v connection and f e X &,+J Y. 
In a way, Theorem 5.7 characterizes u-v connections module Galois 
connections between the “reduced” posets u(X) and u(Y). We conclude 
our investigation by stating: 
THEOREM 6.7. Let X, Y be complete lattices. Then X @(U,V) Y, ordered 
by the pointwise partial order is a complete V-sublattice of Yx. 
Proof. The map 0: X -+ Y defined by O(x) = 0 for each x E X belongs 
to X @c~,~) Y and is its least element. When {L} C X @G,,,) Y is given, 
such that (fi , gi> are u--z, connections between X and Y then (A g,)( Vfi) = 
A gi(V.0 > A gifi 3 u, (V.fXA a) = V&CA gi> G ‘/figi G 0. Thus 
(v fi , A gi) is a u-v connection and hence V fi E X @c~,~) Y. This proves 
(see [4, p. 1121) that X @(,,,) Y is a complete lattice, which is of course 
a complete V-sublattice of Yx. 
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